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QUESTION 1

When applying a reference table in the Labeler in token mode which of the following statementsis correct? 

A. The order of the reference tables defined will not impact your results displayed 

B. Selecting Inclusive mode will output items that are present in the reference table under the label provided 

C. Selecting Exclusive mode will exclude Items that are present in the reference table 

D. Any items that do not appear in the reference table are not displayed in the output 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which phrase best describes how organizations should view their approach to data quality? 

A. As a one-off project addressing the issues in their data warehouse in batch 

B. As an ongoing process addressing issues over time with a combination of fit-for-purpose approaches 

C. As a real-time process addressing issues as they are introduced 

D. As a batch process to be implemented to run on a monthly basis 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: http://dssresources.com/papers/features/langseth/langseth02082004.html 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following is not a function of Data Standardization? 

A. Standardization converts data to standardized formats 

B. Standardization can remove "noise" 

C. Standardization corrects and automatically updates the data in your source system 

D. Standardization can remove or replace bad or inconsistent data 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

When you select Suggestion List mode what statement is true? 

A. The Address Validator transformation searches the address reference data and returns all addresses that are
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possible matches with the input address. 

B. The Address Validator transformation searches the address reference data and returns the most likely candidate
address. 

C. The Address Validator transformation parses data into the suggested address fields without performing validation. 

D. The Address Validator transformation will return various cleansed standardized versions of the input record for the
user to choose from. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://community.informatica.com/mpresources/docs/Readme_2850.pdf 

 

QUESTION 5

Which are correct statements for IDQ grouping and matching?Choose 2 answers 

A. IDQ field level matching does not utilize grouping 

B. When field level matching is performed, the records within each group will be compared against each other 

C. When field level matching is performed, matching will be performed across multiple groups in a single match
transformation. 

D. When field level matching is performed, matching will not be performed across groups, therefore it is imperative
grouping is performed on a complete and accurate field(s) 

Correct Answer: AD 

Reference: 

https://community.informatica.com/servlet/JiveServlet/previewBody/2660-102-5-5041/DQ %20Developer% 

209x%20Specialist%20Skill%20Set%20Inventory.pdf 
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